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Tickets on sale now at www.coastaljazz.ticketfly.com  Telephone 1.888.732.1682 
Choose any three shows from Innovation Series— The Ironworks & The Ironworks 

Late Night $48. Available by telephone at 1.888.438.5200

TOMEKA REID QUARTET 
June 22 Innovation Series—The Ironworks @ 9:30pm $23 
The New York Times recently called Chicago’s experimental cellist /composer/
educator Tomeka Reid “one of the great energies in jazz: a melodic improviser with 
a natural, flowing sense of song and an experimenter who can create heat and grit 
with the texture of sound.” A “remarkably versatile” (Chicago Tribune) collaborator 
(Anthony Braxton, Nicole Mitchell), her compositions take centre stage in a quartet 
featuring the cream of the American creative jazz scene. With Mary Halvorson guitar, 
Jason Roebke bass, and Tomas Fujiwara drums, Reid’s “pieces bubble with a fiery 
intensity and a deep-seated lyricism that showcases the superlative cellist's artistry 
at its best” (All About Jazz).

33rd annual TD Vancouver International Jazz Festival—June 22-July 1, 2018                                                         coastaljazz.ca

33rd Annual TD Vancouver International Jazz Festival Announces 
BONOBO (LIVE) added to Marquee Series at Queen Elizabeth Theatre; 

Innovation Series at The Ironworks and Roundhouse Performance Centre 
 

10 Concert Presentations during the Innovation Series at The Ironworks

BONOBO (LIVE) 
June 25 The Queen Elizabeth Theatre @ 8pm Tickets from $40 
Bonobo’s rise has been stealthy but unstoppable, and Si Green, the man behind 
it all, is now one of the biggest electronic artists of our time. His subtle, emotional, 
ambiguous and deeply musical work transcends EDM clichés and creates dance 
music to move your heart, as well as your feet. His place in the pantheon was 
cemented further by two 2018 Grammy nominations. The live five-piece incarnation of 
his set, includes horns, electronics, guitar, vocals, and drums, “entices with trademark 
slow-burning transitions from tranquility to sonic upheaval,” (Irish Times). Green 
and his band create shifting soundscapes that meld jazz, electronica, trip-hop and 
classical and set them to glorious visuals to create a show that is a feast for the eyes 
as well as the ears.
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DAN WEISS STAREBABY FEATURING CRAIG TABORN, MATT 
MITCHELL, BEN MONDER & TREVOR DUNN 
June 24 Innovation Series—The Ironworks, @ 9:30pm $23 
Hailed as one of the top five jazz drummers by The New York Times, Dan Weiss’s 
forward-thinking compositions and innovative playing have pushed musical limits for 
years. Starebaby is the heavy, gnarly culmination of Weiss's dream to bring together 
some of his most accomplished contemporaries to play music that combines the 
freedom of jazz with the sonic powers of heavy metal and electronic new music. With 
creative giants Craig Taborn and Matt Mitchell keyboards/electronics, guitarist  
Ben Monder, and bassist Trevor Dunn, Starebaby surges to thundering, foreboding 
doom before tempering to quiet reflection, occupying a rare space where brutal 
aggression meets ghostly vulnerability.
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PEGGY LEES ECHO PAINTING 
June 25 Innovation Series—The Ironworks @ 9:30pm, $23 
From incendiary improvisation to achingly beautiful melodic compositions,  
cellist/composer Peggy Lee takes anything she touches to a deeper and more  
artful level, creating music that “combines the timeless and the otherworldly in equal 
measure” (Georgia Straight). Echo Painting brings together some of Vancouver’s 
most active and interesting improvisers—all highly accomplished leaders of their own 
projects—to draw multi-layered, melodically rich connections between generations of 
Vancouver creative musicians. With Brad Turner trumpet, John Bentley tenor/soprano 
saxophone, Dylan van der Schyff drums, James Meger bass, Cole Schmidt guitar,  
John Paton tenor sax, Meredith Bates violin, Roderick Murray trombone, Bradshaw 
Pack pedal steel guitar. 

NELS CLINE AND SCOTT AMENDOLA ARE STRETCH WOVEN 
June 23 Innovation Series—The Ironworks @ 9:30pm $23 
For the first time in a duo setting, these forward-thinking masters marry the  
(somewhat) familiar to the farthest of far out. Named one of Rolling Stone’s top-100  
guitarists of all time, the incomparable Nels Cline is known for his fiery solos in 
Wilco and collaborations with Julian Lage, Marc Ribot, and Tinariwen. An ambitious 
composer, savvy bandleader, electronics explorer, and creative foil for some of the 
world’s most inventive musicians, drummer/percussionist Scott Amendola applies his 
wide-ranging virtuosity to collaborators like John Zorn, Bill Frisell, and John Scofield. 
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GORDON GRDINA, MAT MANERI, SHAHZAD ISMAILY, CHRISTIAN 
LILLINGER  
June 27 Innovation Series—The Ironworks @ 9:30pm $23 
A force of nature on guitar and oud, Gordon Grdina leads avant-Arabic 11-piece  
Haram, is half of fiery punk/jazz duo Peregrine Falls, and is making a very strong 
case for being named Vancouver’s international avant-jazz ambassador. With NYC 
all-stars Mat Maneri (Matthew Shipp, Cecil Taylor) violin/viola and Shahzad Ismaily 
(Marc Ribot’s Ceramic Dog, Secret Chiefs) bass, plus German drummer/percussion-
ist Christian Lillinger (Tobias Delius, Achim Kaufmann), Grdina intersperses intense, 
spacious, heavily grooving free improv with modular composition ideas that fit together 
like puzzle pieces…except when the players decide to rip the puzzle pieces to shreds to 
make them fit the way they want them to!

MOOR MOTHER 
June 28 Innovation Series—The Ironworks @ 9:30pm $23
Self-described as “project housing bop” and “slaveship punk” Moor Mother is the 
visceral, politically charged output of Philadelphia musician, poet, and visual artist 
Camae Ayewa. Her 2016 debut album Fetish Bones appeared on year-end lists from 
Noisy, Rolling Stone, Spin, and Pitchfork and was named #3 album of the year by The 
Wire, who said that “the Afrofuturist collages of Camae Ayewa draw science fiction, 
radical politics and stinging social critique into a grand narrative of struggle and 
endurance.” Using jazz, noise, spoken word and sampled voices, Moor Mother’s music 
is “deliberately raw and unfiltered, like human feelings” (FADER).

DAVE KING TRUCKING COMPANY 
June 26 Innovation Series—The Ironworks @ 9:30pm $23 
“Dave King, the wonderfully aggressive, disruptive, driving drummer in the Bad Plus 
balances his prankish side with heart-on-sleeve sincerity. He’s a jazz percussionist 
who’s never abandoned his love of rock music, and of his many groups none manages 
to incorporate all sides of his personality like Trucking Company” (Chicago Reader). 
Bursting with creative energy, King’s fat backbeats, progressive jazz, swing, and rock 
pulses, and “intermittent exoduses into the free zone” (All About Jazz) underpin the 
powerful, purposeful melodies of Brooklynites Chris Speed tenor saxophone/clarinet 
and Chris Morrissey bass, and Minnesotans Brandon Wozniak tenor saxophone and 
Erik Fratzke guitar.   
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SING ME SOME CRY: ERIC REVIS QUARTET FEAT. KEN 
VANDERMARK, KRIS DAVIS, CHAD TAYLOR 
June 30 Innovation Series—The Ironworks @ 9:30pm $23
2017 DownBeat Rising Star Eric Revis is one of the most innovative and in-demand, 
bassists of his generation. Working with Branford Marsalis's hard hitting quartet 
since 1997, he’s lent his deep, woody tone and agile melodicism to collaborations 
with Andrew Cyrille, Darius Jones, and Nasheet Waits, in addition to recording seven 
brilliant albums as a leader. His all-star, pinch-me-I’m-dreaming quartet features 
multi-reedist and tireless explorer of advanced methods of improvisation  
Ken Vandermark (Peter Brötzmann, Hamid Drake), DownBeat Rising Star pianist 
Kris Davis (Tyshawn Sorey, Mary Halvorson) and Chicago Underground co-founding 
drummer Chad Taylor (Derek Bailey, Marc Ribot).

PAUL PLIMLEY, CLYDE REED, KENTON LOEWEN  
July 1 Innovation Series—The Ironworks @ 9:30pm $23 
NOW Orchestra co-founding pianist Paul Plimley, (Lisle Ellis, Joe McPhee, Scott 
Amendola) is a joyful tornado of avant-improvisation, modal melodic manipulations, 
and sharp neo-classicism. “With a stylistic range that recalls the explosiveness and 
tonal freedom of Cecil Taylor as well as the introspection of Paul Bley” (AllMusic), 
Plimley is the embodiment of passionate and forward-thinking creative improvisation. 
Known for his work with Claude Ranger, The NOW Orchestra, and George Lewis, 
Vancouver bassist Clyde Reed is the consummate collaborator, while JUNO Award 
winner Kenton Loewen (Peregrine Falls, Haram) is an intense, cutting-edge drummer 
who blurs the lines between jazz and rock.

SAMUEL BLASER TRIO FEATURING  
MARC DUCRET & PETER BRUUN 
June 29 Innovation Series —The Ironworks @ 9:30pm $23 
“More than just excellent” —Concerto Magazine 
To witness Swiss-born, Berlin-based trombonist Samuel Blaser’s multi-national trio is 
to be in the presence of forward-thinking masters of extended technique, engaged and 
uncompromising free jazz, and ambient abstraction. A highly innovative free player, 
Blaser is “one of the most globally recognized performers on his instrument” (Berliner 
Zeitung). With Danish drummer Peter Bruun (Django Bates), and expressive French 
guitarist and longtime Tim Berne collaborator, Marc Ducret, Blaser creates chamber 
jazz compositions with all the adventure and unexpectedness of free improv.  
Thanks to Pro Helvetia.
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The 33rd Annual TD Vancouver International Jazz Festival, produced by Coastal Jazz and Blues Society, runs from June 22-July 1 2018. Tickets may be purchased at www.coastaljazz.ticketfly.com or 

by calling 1.888.732.1682. For full concert details and information visit www.coastaljazz.ca. 

Innovation Series—Ironworks Late Night
Choose any three shows from Innovation Series—The Ironworks & The Ironworks 

Late Night $48. Available by telephone at 1.888.438.5200

Thumbscrew 
June 22 @ Midnight $17

Nels Cline, Scott Amendola, Peggy Lee, Lisa Cay Miller, Lisen Rylander Löve 
June 23 @ Midnight $17

Ken Vandermark, Kenton Loewen, James Meger 
June 29 @ Midnight $17

Jaimie Branch “Fly or Die” 
June 30 @ Midnight $17

Darrifourcq/Hermia/Ceccaldi 
July 1 @ Midnight $17

Innovation Series—Roundhouse Performance Centre

The Roundhouse Performance Centre Pass allows access to all six shows Saturday, June 30 and Sunday, July 1 
for $32. Individual show tickets will be available the day of show at the door for $10. 

Wabi—Chris Gestrin & Bernie Arai 
June 30 @ 1:30pm

Peter Van Huffel’s GORILLA MASK 
June 30 @ 3:15pm

Joshua Zubot, Valentin Ceccaldi, Sylvain Darrifourcq 
June 30 @ 5pm

Lindha and Fabian Kallerdahl 
July 1 @ 1:30pm

John Gross & Billy Mintz 
July 1 @ 3:15pm

FREEDOM MUZIK 
July 1 @ 5pm
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